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GUEST/SOTT POLICY  
Members of Sisters on the Fly™ (SOTF) can invite guests to events when it is deemed so by the Hostess on her 
event page. A “Guest” can include a Sister on the Try (SOTT), a Mister/Partner (which would be a Sister/Mister 
event), or sometimes family members. These guests are required to sign a “Guest Release and Waiver of Liability 
Agreement” before attending a SOTF event, read all event documentation supplied by the SOTF Sponsor/Hostess, 
and follow all SOTF policies. 

We have a few guidelines for our guests: 

1. Sisters on the Try (SOTT) may participate in only one event and cannot have been a previous member of 
SOTF. We hope that after attending an event as a SOTT they will consider joining Sisters on the Fly and 
“Have more fun than anyone!” 

2. A current SOTF member must sponsor the guest for the event, sign them up on the event page, and 
accompany them to the event or find someone that will. The SOTF sponsor is responsible for giving the 
guest information regarding the event, along with any required documentation. The guest must follow the 
rules set by the hostess of the event. 

3. If the event is a pet friendly event and the guest is bringing a pet, the guest will need to follow the “Pet 
Policy” provided by their sponsor.  

4. A Guest must be 21 years old to participate, unless the event is specifically set up with different 
parameters like; Grammas on the Loose, a Summer Picnic, Baseball Game, Lil Buckaroo’s, etc. 

5. All guests must sign the Guest Release and Waiver of Liability Agreement before attending the event. 
You can get this document on the website at Event Planning Guide - Sisters on the Fly or the hostess can 
email a copy to the sponsor. The sponsor is responsible for getting the guest to sign the document and 
then either send it to the hostess via email or hard copy at the event. No guest will be allowed to attend 
an event without a signed waiver. 

If you have any questions regarding your “Guest” please contact the hostess of the event, your Wrangler, or the 
Events Coordinator.  

 

https://www.sistersonthefly.com/event-planning-guide-2/
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